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Shopping cart aandonment remain a

challenge for man e-retailer depite the

continued growth of the e-commerce

indutr worldwide. However, the iue of

online hopping cart aandonment

(OSCA) ha not een explored extenivel

in the literature. Grounded  the

timulu-organim-repone (S-O-R)

model, thi tud explore a equential

mediation model compriing conumer'

wait for lower price a an antecedent,

heitation at checkout and OSCA a

mediator, perceived tranaction

inconvenience a a moderator, and

deciion to u from a land-aed retailer

(DLR) a an outcome. An online

quetionnaire wa deigned and

ditriuted to 883 online conumer in

Mainland China. Partial leat quare-

tructural equation modeling (PLS-SM)

wa emploed to analze the urve data.

The reult how that waiting for lower

price poitivel in uence heitation at

checkout, and uequentl, impact oth
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OSCA and DLR. Heitation at checkout

and OSCA pla equential mediating role

in the framework path. In addition,

perceived tranaction inconvenience

trengthen the relationhip etween

waiting for lower price and heitation at

checkout. Overall, thi tud contriute

to theor and erve a a guideline for e-

retailer in reducing the OSCA rate.

Introduction

 hifting man apect of conumer'
dail live to online platform, the COVID-
19 pandemic ha een an accelerator of
e-commerce growth, epeciall that of
online hopping. Reearch how that
aout 79% of conumer preferred to
order grocerie online in 2020, a 19%
increae from 2019 (Inmar, 2020).
Although the pandemic ha driven the
expanion of online hopping, the rate of
online hopping cart aandonment
(OSCA) i etimated to e a high a 95%
(lkind, 2020), coting $4.6 trillion in lot
ale (Pateron, 2020). Thu, the growth
of e-commerce doe not mean the
demie of rick-and-mortar retail. Data
how that 84% of ale occur in phical
tore and 46% of conumer till prefer
to hop and interact phicall with
eller (Marian, 2021). Thi phenomenon
can e explained  the need for live
experience (e.g., viewing, touching,
interacting with phical product) (33%)
and immediac (e.g., getting the item
intantl) (13%), which are form of
communit and connection that online
experience are alwa lacking (Radiant,
2021). Another tud found that 65% of
conumer claim to hop in-tore to
avoid hipping cot (Chad, 2021). In
addition, the phical tore in China o er
contactle pament (Daxue, 2021) and
continue to meet conumer expectation
for product qualit, deliver, and rand
value a compared purchaing via online.
Thu, the recover and trateg of
traditional retail make it di cult for e-
commerce to compete, a phical tore
in China toda provide conumer with an
authentic and enjoale cutomer
experience.
With the reurgence of rick-and-mortar
retailing, cholar have developed
di erent undertanding of online
conumer' “non-uer ehavior.” For
example, according to Huang et al.
(2018), OSCA i the nal ehavioral
outcome that decrie leaving an item in
one' online hopping cart without
completing the purchae. However,
contrar nding are evident in the two
major theme in OSCA reearch: purchae
rik (i.e., nancial rik and privac rik)
(Kukar-Kinne and Cloe, 2010; Xu and
Huang, 2015; Kapoor and Vij, 2021) and
technolog-related inhiitor (i.e.,
weite deign and navigation tructure)
(Garau, 2018; Kapoor and Vij, 2021). Alo,
recent reearch  Zhao et al. (2021)
explored the impact of pop-up warning
meage on conumer' OSCA
ehavior. Thee tudie have come to a
limited undertanding that conumer'
OSCA ehavior i not the nal outcome in
deciion-making; rather, there could e
alternative ehavioral deciion following
OSCA, uch a conumer' deciion to
u from a land-aed retailer (DLR).
Thi phenomenon ma occur due to
conumer' pchological characteritic
or con ict in the deciion-making
proce (Mihra et al., 2021). Moreover,
uing from phical tore help
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conumer avoid hipping and handling
cot, there achieving a lower total cot
of ownerhip (Kukar-Kinne and Cloe,
2010). Therefore, it i timel and relevant
for e-retailer to undertand the factor
that lead to OSCA (Huang et al., 2018;
Jiang et al., 2021; Mihra et al., 2021) a
well a it potential e ect on DLR
ehavior. The main purpoe of thi tud
are: (i) to identif the driver of OSCA and
how the in uence conumer' deciion
to purchae from phical tore; and (ii)
to explore the oundar condition that
in uence the relationhip etween
conumer' wait for lower price and
heitation at checkout.
Although previou tudie have hown
that the price factor i a ke inhiitor of
purchae ehavior (Kukar-Kinne and
Cloe, 2010; Song, 2019), thi notion ha
not een full explored in the context of
oth OSCA and DLR. Rajagopal (2019)
de ned price a an in uential factor in
conumer' preference, perception of
value for mone, purchae intention,
conumption experience, and ehavior.
To ome extent, price uctuation can
dela conumer' purchae deciion,
which reult in their heitation to
checkout (Kukar-Kinne and Cloe, 2010).
Thi e ect i aid to e increaingl
critical, epeciall during the COVID-19
pandemic when conumer have een
expected to reduce unnecear
pending to etter cope with future
uncertaint and rik (Jin et al., 2021).
Thu, it eem a pertinent direction to
examine conumer' perceived price (i.e.,
their wait for lower price) a the
antecedent that in uence heitation at
checkout and OSCA, thu reulting in
DLR.
Heitation at checkout, in turn, i
perceived a conumer' epoual of
additional proceing time to dela
purchae efore making a nal purchae
deciion online (Cho et al., 2006). A
conumer' heitation during the
purchaing proce can lead to an
unpleaant motivational tate that
potpone deciion-making (Huang et al.,
2018). The variou rik aociated with
online hopping (e.g., nancial rik,
product rik, and time lo) (Demirgüneş,
2018) form a ene of heitation toward
online hopping, which lead to OSCA
(Huang et al., 2018). While the impact of
checkout heitanc on OSCA ha een
well-documented (Cho et al., 2006;
Huang et al., 2018), earlier work ha
ignored the former' potential impact on
purchaing from the o ine channel (i.e.,
DLR), epeciall due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Therefore, thi tud extend
the work of Huang et al. (2018) 
exploring the equential mediating e ect
of oth heitation at checkout and OSCA
on the linkage etween waiting for lower
price and DLR.
Motivated  everal reaon, thi tud
alo examine the moderating role of
perceived tranaction inconvenience.
Firt, convenience i one of the mot
important predictor of a conumer'
choice to hop online (Childer et al.,
2001; Semada and Koa, 2019). For
example, a tud  Tandon et al. (2016)
highlighted that conumer' willingne
to purchae online depend on the
convenience of the weite. Another
tud  Raman (2019) howed that the
convenience of tranaction i an
important variale in forming conumer'
poitive attitude and predicting their
willingne to purchae online. Second,
convenience make an important
contriution to the value of conumer'



deired outcome (Semada and Koa,
2019). Prior reearch ha hown that
when tranaction ecome complex (e.g.,
length regitration form, technical
glitche, complex dicount rule),
conumer are more inclined to aandon
their hopping cart due to the
challenging uing proce (Rajamma et
al., 2009). In conideration of thi
evidence, another aim of thi tud i to
explore the potential of perceived
tranaction inconvenience a the
conditioning factor a ecting heitation to
checkout.
The remainder of the tud i organized
a follow. Firt, the theoretical
ackground i dicued and the relevant
literature on price and the heitation
mindet i reviewed. Next, the reearch
framework and hpothee are
developed, after which the proce of
data collection and the nal ample ize
are decried. Fourth, the reult of the
data anali are preented. Then, the

nding are dicued, aed on which
theoretical and practical implication are
preented. Finall, the tud' limitation
are outlined and uggetion for future
reearch are o ered.

Theoretical ackground and

Hpothee

Stimulu-Organim-Repone Model

Thi tud adopt the S-O-R framework
a it overarching theor. A a widel ued
theor in the conumer ehavior
literature (Zheng et al., 2019; Akram et al.,
2020; Arif et al., 2020; Paz and Delgado,
2020; Lim et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022),
thi model emphaize how
environmental timuli lead to cognitive
and a ective repone (i.e., perception,
experience, and evaluation), which in turn
trigger certain pchological repone
(i.e., attitudinal and ehavioral repone)
(Mehraian and Ruell, 1974).
In the domain of online elling, timuli
include weite, advertiing, product,
packaging, value, convenience, and
entertainment (Hu et al., 2012; Wong et
al., 2012), all of which are known to
in uence conumer' emotion during
the purchae journe (Jaco, 2002). A
great numer of empirical tudie
anchored in the S-O-R model have
con rmed that price i a igni cant
timulu that in uence conumer'
online and o ine purchae ehavior. For
example, the tud  Chen and Yao
(2018) howed that conumer give
poitive feedack and tend to make
impule purchae when the price of a
product i reduced. Furthermore, Cheah
et al. (2020) highlighted that price image
ha a huge impact on conumer
perception, including perceived value,
trut in retailer, and attitude. More
recentl, reearch  Lee et al. (2021)
identi ed that price attriute have a
poitive e ect on perceived enjoment a
a predictor of conumer purchae
ehavior. Furthermore, the uer
ehavior theor (Howard and Sheth,
1969) of price factor wa extended to the
online environment a an inhiitor,
howing the impact of price on conumer
hopping cart aandonment (Kukar-
Kinne and Cloe, 2010). Thu, the
empirical evidence trongl ugget that
price i an important timulu that a ect
conumer emotion and ehavior.
Next, the “organim” i the undertaking of
emotional, pchological, and cognitive
internal procee etween the timulu



and the repone (Han and Kim, 2020). In
the domain of marketing, factor uch a
atifaction, emotion, and elf-
con dence are conidered a “organim”
that impact conumer' purchae
intention. For example, a recommended
 Yuan et al. (2020), atifaction can e
ued to meaure the impact of conumer
loalt on moile pament provider.
Chang et al. (2011) tud demontrated
that conumer with more poitive
emotional repone to retail
environment and retailer are more likel
to make impule purchae. In addition,
Cham et al. (2020) identi ed the poitive
impact of elf-con dence on purchae
deciion. Notal, Huang et al. (2018)
meaured the trong in uence of
checkout heitation on OSCA ehavior.
That i, heitation can e viewed a a
deciion-making tle that appear in the
proce of exploring, alerting, and
analzing (Demirgüneş, 2018). It impact
i more igni cant efore the conumer
make a nal purchae deciion (Peng
and Chen, 2019). To further validate thee
earl aumption, thi tud echoe
heitation at checkout a the “organim”
that impact conumer' online purchae
deciion, including OSCA and DLR.
Taken together, our tud enriche the
exiting literature  conidering
conumer' wait for lower price a a
timulu that trigger their checkout
heitation “organim,” while OSCA and
DLR are the target “repone” we eek
to explore. To extend the applicailit of
the S-O-R model, we alo incorporate
perceived tranaction inconvenience a a
moderator that trengthen the
magnitude of heitation to checkout. The
reearch model i hown in Figure 1. The
hpotheized relationhip etween the
propoed contruct are clari ed in the
following ection.

Figure 1.

Reearch

model.

Impact of Conumer' Wait for

Lower Price

In online hopping, conumer are alwa
eager to nd the et deal, a price
erve a an attractive timulu in thi
environment (Kukar-Kinne and Cloe,
2010; Han et al., 2020). According to
Kukar-Kinne and Cloe (2010), the wait
for lower price concept i de ned a
“conumer' deciion to wait until a lower
price can e found on at leat ome
item() in the cart, whether it e at the
ame or a di erent tore, through the
ame or a di erent channel” (p. 244).
It ha een ome time ince cholar
reached the conenu that price
awarene i a critical factor in uencing
conumer attitude and ehavior (Zhang
et al., 2020). Coppola and Soua (2008)
tated that price concioune i the
tronget predictor of overall hopping
heitanc. Thi claim i upported 
Azimi, Milne and Miller (2020) nding that
price concioune increae the
likelihood of procratination and exit. Thi
evidence eem to ugget that when

Figure 1



conumer plan to wait for a ale or the
lowet price, the are mot likel to
exhiit heitation in uing (H1). Similarl,
Nelon et al. (2007) demontrated that
the dnamic of price change prompt
conumer to alwa check di erent
tore or hop at di erent time. In
addition, Kukar-Kinne and Cloe (2010)
con rmed that waiting for lower price i
a ke factor that increae the OSCA rate.
Thu, thi tud hpotheize that when
conumer intend to wait for lower
price, the more likel the are to engage
in OSCA (H2).
The outreak of the COVID-19 pandemic
ha further led to a low level of conumer
pending. llion et al. (2021) argued that
man houehold are till facing nancial
de ciencie that ma puh them to
witch to low-cot retailer. The tudie
 oth Dahana et al. (2018) and Tu and
Zhou (2012) con rm that conumer
chooe di erent purchae channel due
to concern aout lower price. In the
cae of an unexpected pulic health
event, waiting for lower price
igni cantl increaed the deciion to u
from land-aed retailer (H3). Therefore,
upported  the S-O-R model, thi tud
conider waiting for lower price in
online to e a igni cant timulu that
trigger heitation at checkout a well a
two di erent purchae deciion (i.e.,
OSCA and DLR). The hpothee are
propoed a follow:

H1: The wait for lower price poitivel

a ect heitation at checkout.

H2: The wait for lower price poitivel

a ect OSCA.

H3: The wait for lower price poitivel

a ect DLR.

Driver of OSCA and DLR

Cho et al. (2006) de ned heitation at
checkout a “potponing or deferring
product purchae  having additional
proceing time efore making nal
product-purchae on the Internet” (p.
261). Reearch  Jeup et al. (2009)
clari ed that the multiple choice or
uncertaintie preent in online hopping
can lead conumer to leave empt-
handed. In particular, conumer
terminate tranaction mot likel
ecaue the are heitant (Huang et al.,
2018). Likewie, Tian et al. (2019)
concluded that conumer who have a
“whether to u” mindet have a greater
willingne to aandon their purchae.
Thee outcome ugget that conumer
who experience heitation at checkout
are more likel to engage in OSCA
ehavior (H4a). At the ame time, heitant
conumer are more likel to purchae
o ine o a to mitigate the uncertaint
rik aociated with online purchae
(e.g., product return rik, pament
ecurit rik, time lo) (Klepek and
auerová, 2020). Therefore, we
hpotheize that conumer with
heitation at checkout are more likel to
turn toward DLR (H4).
mpirical evidence ha con rmed that
conumer chooe di erent purchae
channel to maximize their hopping
ene t (Verhoef et al., 2015; Genler et
al., 2017). For intance, information
overload in the earching tage i the
main inhiitor of online hopping, driving
conumer to witch toward o ine
purchae (Walh and Mitchell, 2010)
where the can ee and touch what the
want (Flavián et al., 2020). That i,
conumer with a need for human
interaction will move from online to



o ine hopping platform a a wa to
mitigate the perceived uncertaint of
online tranaction (Aw, 2020).
Additionall, rick-and-mortar tore ave
on deliver time  o ering the
immediate poeion of item, which i
an advantage often ought  conumer
(Wollenurg et al., 2018). With thi in
mind, conumer are more likel to
aandon their online hopping cart and
how interet in land-aed retailer to
achieve their purchae need (H5).
Therefore, thi tud propoe the
following hpothee:

H4a: Heitation at checkout poitivel

a ect OSCA.

H4: Heitation at checkout poitivel

a ect DLR.

H5: OSCA poitivel a ect DLR.

Mediation  ect

The empirical evidence ugget that
price in uence conumer' purchae
deciion (üükdag et al., 2020).
Meanwhile, Cho et al. (2006) howed that
checkout heitation, due to ke reaon
like uncertaint, perceived rik, or
additional information, a ect conumer
ehavior. A a reult, purchae are often
delaed in the puruit of lower price and
the earch for merchant that o er a
dicount (auer et al., 2006). When
checkout heitation occur, conumer
are more likel to end their hopping
proce and leave the item() in the
hopping cart (Huang et al., 2018). We
therefore hpotheize that when
conumer wait for lower price, the
ma heitate at checkout, leading to an
increaed likelihood of their DLR (H6a).
aed on thi reaoning, we propoe the
following hpothei:

H6a: Heitation at checkout mediate

the relationhip etween the wait for

lower price and DLR.
Conumer perceive heitation aout
their freedom of purchae choice when
unexpected circumtance hinder their
attitudinal or ehavioral repone (Wong
and Yeh, 2009). Heitation i the mot
common prolem in online purchaing
ecaue of the increaed likelihood of
conumer' expoure to rik (e.g.,

nancial rik, product rik, and time lo)
(Demirgüneş, 2018). In thi context, it ha
een mentioned that conumer' feeling
of heitation that can lead to unpleaant
motivational outcome (Schrift et al.,
2011). For example, conumer who
heitate at the checkout point are more
likel to aandon their moile hopping
cart (Huang et al., 2018). We argue that
hopping at a phical tore can mitigate
the rik of uncertaint that i inherent in
online hopping. Therefore, conumer
with checkout heitanc are more likel
to prefer on land-aed retail hopping
after aandoning their online hopping
cart (H6). We thu hpotheize that:

H6: OSCA mediate the relationhip

etween heitation at checkout and

DLR.
From H6a and H6, our tud alo
ugget that heitation at checkout and
OSCA ma pla a equential mediating
role etween the wait for lower price
and DLR. aed on the S-O-R model,
when conumer chooe to wait for
lower price, the are more likel to have
checkout heitation, which lead to oth
OSCA and DLR ehavior. Therefore, in
thi tud, we take a tep further 
exploring heitation at checkout and
OSCA a equential mechanim that



potentiall connect the path etween the
wait for lower price and DLR (H6c). The
hpothei i propoed a:

H6c: Heitation at checkout and OSCA

equentiall mediate the path etween

the wait for lower price and DLR.

Moderating  ect of Perceived

Tranaction Inconvenience

Convenience refer to “the extent to
which a cutomer feel that the weite i
imple, intuitive, and uer friendl”
(Srinivaan et al., 2002, p. 44). arlier e-
commerce reearch ha highlighted that
when a tranaction i accompanied  a
otherome proce, it will lead to dela,
witching, and even aandonment
(Corten and Gruen, 2003; Gunati and
Ro, 2009). Accordingl, a convenient
weite can accelerate online conumer'
willingne to hop (Raman, 2019),
wherea if conumer are hindered and
frutrated during the tranaction, the are
le likel to return (Cameron, 1999).
Rajamma, Pawan and Hoain (2009)
tud extended the concept of
convenience  propoing perceived
tranaction inconvenience (i.e., length
regitration form, technical glitche, etc.)
a an important inhiiting factor that
a ect OSCA  complicating
tranaction and increaing conumer'
frutration. Xu and Huang (2015) alo
highlighted that perceived tranaction
inconvenience (e.g., low loading of we
page, complex tranaction proce, etc.)
a ect conumer' acce to the
hopping cart uage tage. Conumer
who feel inconvenienced when acceing
ueful and direct information from a
weite would have a lower level of trut
and uequent willingne to viit online
tore (Chen and arne, 2007). Indeed, it
ha een uggeted that perceived
tranaction inconvenience decreae
conumer trut in ocial media tore and
exert a igni cant impact on hopping
intention (Semada and Koa, 2019).
aed on thi evidence, perceived
tranaction inconvenience would
moderate the relationhip etween the
wait for lower price and heitation at
checkout (H7). Therefore, we propoe
that:

H7: When perceived tranaction

inconvenience i high, the relationhip

etween the wait for lower price and

heitation at checkout i tronger.

Methodolog

Data Collection and Sampling

With over 872 million people engaging in
online hopping, China ha ecome the
econd-larget e-tailing market in the
world after the United State (Statita,
2021a). However, man retailer till
prefer to expand their rick-and-mortar
tore, on the ai that the live
experience attract more conumer a a
competitive advantage (Marian, 2021).
Furthermore, a recent report  Statita
(2021) documented that a of Decemer
2020, depite ~79.1% of Chinee
conumer purchaing on variou
hopping platform (e.g., Taoao, Tmall,
and JD.COM), the OSCA rate wa aout
76.3% (Creditdonke, 2019). One of the
product categorie with the highet OSCA
rate i women' clothing (FinanceOnline,
2021). videntl, empirical reearch on
repondent with extenive Internet
coverage and experience in online



hopping i highl appropriate. Therefore,
Mainland China wa the tud ite for
data collection in thi tud.
To collect the data, an online urve form
wa created through wenjuanxing
(http://www.wjx.cn), one of the larget
online urve platform in China. The
quetionnaire wa ampled uing
purpoive ampling a thi method i
viewed e ective in otaining valid
repone which could provide
information relevant to the tud
(Saunder et al., 2012). In thi tud,
repondent who are Chinee from
Mainland China (Southern and Northern
China) and have an online hopping
experience are invited to anwer the
urve etween Januar and March 2021.
Since thi tud wa targeted at online
conumer in Mainland China, the
quetionnaire wa deigned in nglih
and ack-tranlated into Chinee to
enure all the item expreed the ame
meaning (rilin, 1970). efore formal
data collection, the tud intrument wa
pre-teted  a panel of ve individual,
compriing practitioner, academic, and
target repondent, to comment on the
repreentativene and applicailit of the
quetionnaire. Afterward, a pilot tet wa
conducted with 30 repondent who t
the reearch context. aed on their
feedack, the nal meaurement item
underwent minor change to their
wording and laout (ee Appendix 1).
After excluding one repone with
oviou regularit, a total of 883 valid
repone were retained. According to
Hair et al. (2019), a ample ize of 883 i
conidered adequate; thi numer alo
exceeded the minimum ample ize
required for pot-hoc anali1. The
demographic pro le of the tud
participant wa analzed uing
frequenc tet. The reult howed that
mot of the repondent were aged
etween 21 and 30 ear old (37.30%),
female (58.60%), achelor' degree
holder (55.30%), earned a monthl
income of le than RM 5,000 (75.80%),
and from the northern region (52.92%).
Additionall, a majorit of the
repondent indicated that the have 1–3
ear of experience with online hopping
(41.00%) (ee Tale 1).

Tale 1.

Repondent

pro le (N =

883).

Meaure

All item meaured in thi tud were
aed on validated and reliale multi-item
cale drawn from previou reearch, with
ome modi cation to accommodate the
current reearch etting. Wait for lower
price and OSCA were meaured uing
the cale developed  Kukar-Kinne
and Cloe (2010); heitation at checkout
wa adapted from Cho, Kang and Cheon
(2006) and Wong and Yeh (2009) cale;
DLR wa meaured uing Rapp, aker,

Tale 1

https://www.wjx.cn/


achrach, (Ogilvie and eitelpacher
2015) cale; and nall, the cale for
perceived tranaction inconvenience wa
adapted from Rajamma et al. (2009). All
thee meaurement have demontrated
great validit and reliailit reult, which
i the reaon for their incluion in thi
tud.

Data Anali

Two tpe of tatitical oftware were
ued to analze the data in thi tud.
Firt, the tatitical oftware SPSS verion
28 wa ued to ae demographic
frequencie and check for common
method ia (CM). Suequentl, partial
leat quare-tructural equation
modeling (PLS-SM) uing SmartPLS
verion 3.3.3 (Ringle et al., 2015; Sartedt
and Cheah, 2019) wa emploed to
examine the hpotheized relationhip.
Thi technique ha ecome a quai-
tandard in the marketing eld, epeciall
when evaluating complex relationhip
etween variou latent variale (i.e.,
mediation and moderation) and
imultaneoul examining the
relationhip etween variale in term
of explained variation (Hair, 2020).
Additionall, PLS-SM i appropriate
when the reearch goal i prediction-
oriented and/or when the reearch i
explorator  nature (Cheah et al., 2019;
Chin et al., 2020; Hwang et al., 2020).

Common Method ia

Since the deign of thi tud adopted a
cro-ectional approach, two CM
aement were performed: Harman'
ingle factor (Podako  et al., 2003) and
the full collinearit tet (Kock and Lnn,
2012). Firt, the reult of Harman' ingle
factor tet illutrated that the variance
explained  the rt factor wa 36.036%
(<40%), indicating that CM wa not a
concern in thi tud (ain et al., 2016).
Second, the full collinearit tet howed
that the variance in ation factor (VIF)
value were in the range of 1.247–2.038
(<3.33) (refer to Tale 2), ignifing CM
doe not poe an evere iue in thi
tud (Kock and Lnn, 2012).

Tale 2.

Reult of the

meaurement

model.

Aement of the Meaurement

Model

Tale 2 exhiit the re ective
meaurement' aement in term of
their reliailit and convergent validit.
Regarding the outer loading, all item met
the recommended outer loading criterion
(i.e., etween 0.572 and 0.887) (Hair et al.,
2019). A for internal reliailit, all metric
(CA, rho_A, and CR) demontrated value
aove the critical value of 0.7; thu, all the
meaurement were internall conitent
(Hair et al., 2019). In term of the AV, all
the contruct reported value aove 0.5
(Hair et al., 2019), etalihing their

Tale 2



convergent validit.
In addition, we aeed dicriminant
validit uing the heterotrait-monotrait
ratio of correlation (HTMT). aed on
Tale 3, all the HTMT value were lower
than the conervative threhold value of
0.85 (Heneler et al., 2015). Thu, it can e
concluded that dicriminant validit wa
etalihed etween all the contruct.

Tale 3.

Dicriminant

validit tet

uing HTMT

criterion.

Aement of the Structural Model

The aement of the tructural model
tarted  evaluating the collinearit
etween the predictor. Tale 4 exhiit
that the VIF value of all the comination
path—which ranged from 1.144 to 2.052
—were elow the threhold of 3.33
(ecker et al., 2015). Hence, collinearit
etween the predictor wa not an iue
in thi dataet.

Tale 4.

Structural

model reult.

aed on Tale 4, wait for lower price
revealed a poitive relationhip with
heitation at checkout (β = 0.326; p <
0.000), upporting H1. The e ect of the
wait for lower price on OSCA (β = 0.098;
p < 0.000) and DLR (β = 0.136; p <
0.000) were alo found to e poitive and
igni cant; hence, oth H2 and H3 were
upported. Similarl, heitation at
checkout poitivel impacted oth OSCA
(β = 0.654; p < 0.000) and DLR (β =
0.090; p < 0.05) in thi tud, upporting
H4a and H4. Finall, OSCA (β = 0.350; p
< 0.000) howed a poitive impact on
DLR, con rming H5.
From thee nding, the R2 reult from
H1, H2, and H3 were ~23.7, 49.1, and
24.0%, repectivel. To ae the
igni cance of each path, the nding of
e ect ize (f2) were alo reported. aed
on Tale 4, the hpotheized path of H1,
H3, and H5 carried a mall (f2 ranged from
0.021 to 0.123) ut meaningful e ect
(Cohen, 1988). For the hpotheized path
H4a, the reult howed a large e ect ize
(f2 = 0.697), while the path of H2 and
H4 exhiited a trivial e ect ize with
value <0.02.
Finall, the predictive relevance of the
model wa evaluated uing the
lindfolding procedure (Shmueli et al.,
2019). The Q2 value for all endogenou
contruct in Tale 4 were greater than
zero, verifing the model' predictive
relevance.

Tale 3

Tale 4



Mediating Anali

To account for the mediation role of
heitation at checkout and OSCA, we
ued the method of Aguini et al. (2017)
and Nitzl et al. (2016). A can e een in
Tale 4, the propoed mediation e ect
of OSCA (H6) (β = 0.230; p < 0.000) and
the equential mediation (H6c) (β = 0.074;
p < 0.000) exhiited a igni cant indirect
e ect with full mediation, while heitation
at checkout (H6a) failed to how
igni cant mediation.

Moderating Anali

Finall, a two-tage approach wa ued
for the moderation anali (ecker et al.,
2018). A hown in Tale 4, perceived
tranaction inconvenience wa found to
moderate the relationhip etween the
wait for lower price and heitation at
checkout (β = 0.101, p < 0.05); thu, H7
wa upported. To corroorate thee

nding, we alo aeed oth the e ect
and the interaction plot (Dawon, 2014).
The reult reported that H7 had a mall
e ect (f 2 = 0.021) (ee Tale 4). The
interaction plot, on the other hand,
indicated that the line of high perceived
tranaction inconvenience ha a teeper
gradient than low perceived tranaction
inconvenience (ee Figure 2). Thi
indicate that when conumer perceive
high tranaction inconvenience during
online hopping, the poitive relationhip
etween the wait for lower price and
heitation at checkout i tronger.

Figure 2.

Interaction

plot of

WLP*PTI on

heitation at

checkout.

Dicuion

Finding

Thi tud aimed to explore the
antecedent that impact OSCA and DLR
among online conumer in Mainland
China. Our nding exhiit that waiting
for lower price a ect conumer'
internal cognitive proce (i.e., heitation
at checkout), which in turn in uence
their purchae deciion (i.e., OSCA, DLR).
Perceived tranaction inconvenience i
evidenced a a conditional e ect that
reinforce conumer' OSCA ehavior.
Thi tud provide empirical upport for
thee nding with a trong foundation
anchored in our framework contructed
uing the S-O-R model.
Firt, we found that the wait for lower
price poitivel in uence heitation at
checkout, OSCA, and DLR (H1, H2, and
H3 were upported). Thi nding ugget
that price incentive utantiall
interfere with conumer' cognitive tate
and purchae deciion in online
hopping. Con rming previou reearch,
price lited on online tore in uence
conumer' deciion, where thoe
with high value concioune are more

Figure 2



likel to dela online purchae (Cho et
al., 2006) and eventuall chooe to elect
item in phical tore (Kukar-Kinne
and Cloe, 2010).
In addition, heitation at checkout ha the
greatet impact on conumer'
aandonment of their online hopping
cart (H4a wa upported). Thi nding
con rm Huang, (Kor ati and Chang
2018) potulation that conumer who
heitate at checkout are more likel to
aandon their hopping cart. Meanwhile,
we extended the tud  Huang et al.
(2018) to highlight the relationhip
etween heitation at checkout and the
deciion to u from a land-aed
retailer. The reult of the tud ugget
that heitation at checkout ha a poitive
direct impact on DLR (H4 wa
upported). Suggeting that mot online
conumer in Mainland China prefer to
viit rick-and-mortar tore in the pot-
pandemic period a the have the chance
to phicall touch and feel item efore
committing to a purchae. In addition,
thi upport the earlier nding of Kukar-
Kinne and Cloe (2010) that conumer
chooe phical tore after aandoning
their online hopping cart (H5 i
upported), which demontrate that
conumer who aandon their cart are
ver likel to re-pick imilar item from
phical outlet to reduce worrie and
rik from online purchaing.
Next, the exiting literature highlight
thoe conumer are readil aandoning
their hopping cart ecaue the are
value-conciou (Mihra et al., 2021).
Meanwhile, heitant conumer are more
likel to end their hopping proce and
leave the item in their online hopping
cart (Huang et al., 2018). Thi tud ued
heitation at checkout and OSCA a
equential mediator to ae the e ect
etween the wait for lower price and
DLR. The reult how that two indirect
e ect hpothee were upported (H6,
H6c), while H6a wa not. Thi nding
upport the tud of Kukar-Kinne and
Cloe (2010) that extend the role of
heitation at checkout and OSCA a
mediating variale that explain the
overall propoed S-O-R model.
Finall, the nding how that perceived
tranaction inconvenience i a moderator
that trengthen the relationhip etween
the wait for lower price and heitation at
checkout (H7 wa upported), due to the
fact that conumer' high perceived
tranaction inconvenience create
expectation uncertaint (Harrion-Walker,
2002; Rajamma et al., 2009). Thu, our
reult extend previou argument in the
literature and conolidate our
undertanding of how perceived
tranaction inconvenience lead to OSCA
ehavior (Rajamma et al., 2009).

Theoretical Implication

The reult of the tud provide
numerou theoretical contriution. Firt,
the preent tud enriche the
applicailit of the S-O-R model in OSCA
reearch. Speci call, it add to the
literature on conumer purchae
deciion  invetigating the wait for
lower price a a timulu. A large numer
of cholar have con rmed that price
a ect conumer' purchae intention
(Coppola and Soua, 2008; Azimi et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2020) acro di erent
elling platform. However, there have
een no in-depth tudie on how price
factor a ect OSCA and DLR, epeciall
after the outreak of COVID-19. In thi
tud, we found that waiting for lower



price i an important antecedent of
conumer' choice pertaining to
heitation at checkout, OSCA, and DLR.
Thi nding echo that of Kukar-Kinne
and Cloe (2010), highlighting the
important role of price factor in
conumer purchae deciion. Next, thi
tud etalihe heitation at checkout
a an “organim” that produce di erent
repone (i.e., OSCA and DLR) under
the in uence of timuli. xtending the
tud of Huang et al. (2018), we enhance
the value of heitation at checkout in
exiting reearch with upport from the S-
O-R model.
Second, thi tud move eond direct
relationhip to examine heitation at
checkout and OSCA a equential
mediator that elucidate the linkage
etween the wait for lower price and
DLR. The nding upport our propoed
hpothee that conumer dela their
purchae ehavior due to concern
aout eeking lower price, which lead
to OSCA and eventuall, their deciion to
u the elected item from a phical
tore. Thi equential mediation path
doe not onl complement the
concluion drawn in the tud of Kukar-
Kinne and Cloe (2010) ut alo o er a
comprehenive undertanding for
marketing reearcher, particularl in the
OSCA and DLR literature.
Finall, aed on the preent reult,
perceived tranaction inconvenience can
e integrated a a oundar condition in
addreing the OSCA iue. The
moderation anali how that when
conumer perceive higher tranaction
inconvenience, the poitive relationhip
etween the wait for lower price and
checkout heitation ecome tronger. It
can uequentl e concluded that the
likelihood of conumer' aandoning
their online hopping cart i high when
tranaction inconvenience arie. Thi
outline an important concern for future
reearch which intend to undertand the
factor that in uence heitation to
checkout and OSCA.

Practical Implication

Our nding alo provide meaningful
implication to reduce the OSCA
phenomenon. Firt, the igni cant impact
of the wait for lower price on heitation
at checkout, OSCA, and DLR ugget
that price i a ke factor in conumer'
deciion to u from either online or
o ine tore. Conumer tend to wait for
item to e dicounted or go to di erent
online tore to compare price.
Ultimatel, the ma even chooe a
phical tore for price-related reaon,
uch a to avoid hipping fee. Therefore,
e-retailer hould take e ective meaure
to ridge the gap etween pricing and
OSCA. Hidden price promotion can e
one of the trategic to addre the
iue, where nal price are not revealed
to conumer when the rt encounter a
product (Li et al., 2022). Through thi
trateg, cutomer viewing the product
page will focu their attention on the
product' information, feature, and
ene t, rather than jut it price (Hoang,
2020). Indeed, improving cutomer
experience in thi manner can help
motivate viit and increae the likelihood
of potential conumer adding the
product to their hopping cart. In
addition,  o ering higher dicount, e-
retailer can increae their propect of
meeting or exceeding conumer'
expectation of price. Apart from that, e-
retailer hould alo conider



implementing a dail low-price trateg
and ah ale at di erent period a a
wa to oot online ale. More
importantl, our tud account for
conumer' DLR ehavior  urging e-
retailer to o er real nancial
compenation in their o ine tore in the
form of coupon, cahack, free ample,
and more. Thi i ene cial for
conumer who tend to go to rick-and-
mortar tore.
Second,  oerving checkout
heitation' igni cant impact on
conumer' purchae deciion, e-
retailer hould develop trategie to
reduce uch feeling of heitation. For
example, it i important to provide more
detail on product decription and
enhance earch engine optimization on
product page to eliminate the feeling of
heitation. Next, e-retailer hould hire
experienced eller to anwer conumer
inquirie and improve timel repone
during the online hopping proce. In
addition, the can conider o ering
“warm” trategie (i.e., rt-peron
narration, “I” or “ou”) for conumer to
provide 24/7 upport ervice and
increae interaction with conumer (e.g.,
uing chatot, voice recognition, and
live treaming video) (Lim et al., 2021).
Thi meaure could help conumer
move quickl to the pament tage,
which would ultimatel reduce OSCA
iue. For conumer who prefer rick-
and-mortar tore, retailer can
implement o ine mart retailing in their
phical tore. For example, through
digital tranformation (e.g., electronic
price tag) and intelligent empowerment
(e.g., root guidance), phical tore can
ecome more intelligent and rml “tick”
conumer o ine.
Finall, thi tud unearth new evidence
on perceived tranaction inconvenience,
ignifing an important idea in reducing
the OSCA phenomenon. Often,
tranaction inconvenience in online
hopping i mainl due to the lack of

exiilit, uch a the need to ll out
length regitration information form
(Rajamma et al., 2009). -retailer hould
e mpathetic to the need of
conumer and reduce thee negative
reaction  providing aic information
torage feature, online elf-ervice
option, and eaier initiation of
tranaction procee. -retailer can alo
intervene to uild trut through the
introduction of external link. For
example, the can inert link to partner
platform (e.g., Whatapp, WeChat) on
their ale ite to etalih poitive
partnerhip, uch a  regularl
interacting with conumer, ending item
hipment progre detail, or promoting
the goodwill of their tranaction. When
conumer are aware of the
controllailit of an operation, their
perceived tranaction inconvenience will
weaken. -retailer hould thu trive to
capture ehavioral cue from conumer
to enure that the latter are gentl puhed
down the ale funnel to converion.

Concluion, Limitation and Future

Reearch

aed on the S-O-R model, thi tud
examined the factor that in uence OSCA
ehavior and DLR among Mainland
Chinee conumer. Three notale

nding were revealed, including (i) the
poitive e ect etween the wait for lower
price and heitation at checkout; (ii) the
equential mediation e ect of heitation
at checkout and OSCA; and (iii) perceived



tranaction inconvenience a a non-
negligile oundar condition that
trengthen the relationhip etween the
wait for lower price and heitation at
checkout.
Although thi tud provided everal
theoretical and practical implication,
ome limitation could not e avoided.
Firt, we ued a cro-ectional
quetionnaire to capture repondent'
online hopping experience in Mainland
China. Future reearch could incorporate
an experimental deign to etter ae
conumer' OSCA ehavioral repone.
For example,  uilding realitic
hopping environment where
repondent operate the online hopping
proce in their natural tate, cholar can
ae inhiitor of OSCA that arie at an
time  monitoring repondent'
clicktream data or face-to-face
communication (Ruin et al., 2020). Uing
experimental cenario alo allow the
oervation of di erential repone 
egmenting aed on time (Li et al., 2021),
product categorie (Zhao et al., 2021), and
elling platform (Jiang et al., 2021),
which would tap into more valuale
information. In addition, future reearcher
can ued experimental deign to
compared the di erent generation
(Generation X, Generation Y, and
Generation Z) toward the perception of
OSCA and how it could have di erent
ehavioral outcome on OSCA and
intention to viit rick-and-mortar retail
tore.
Second, retailer can ue emerging
technologie uch a arti cial intelligence
to gain trategic momentum. For
example, appling 3D geture and
ervice rootic to provide conumer
with contactle mart ervice. Thi i
ecaue the actual ue of contactle
mart ervice like root can poitivel
a ect the conumer experience (Guan et
al., 2021). Therefore, when analzing the
OSCA phenomenon and intention to viit
rick-and-mortar retail tore, future
reearch could analze the importance of
uing technolog a antecedent. The
extenion of capturing the complete
conumer' ehavioral deciion through
factor uch a technolog elf-e cac,
warmth, and anthropomorphim will e
intereting for future reearch.
Next, perceived tranaction
inconvenience wa the onl moderator
ued to explain heitation to checkout.
Therefore, we encourage future cholar
to look into other potential moderating
e ect that ma mitigate the relationhip
etween the wait for lower price and
heitation at checkout. For example,
recent reearch  Cheah et al. (2020a)
highlight that trut i an important factor
to reduce the perceived complexit
aociated with online purchaing
activitie (oŽič et al., 2020).
Finall, we alo ugget for cholar to
expand the current reearch model in
other developing countrie (e.g., Malaia,
razil) or in a cro-countr cale to
determine the purchaing ehavior of
online conumer in di erent cultural
context.
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2020).
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